Why Choose TrinAutoMfg?






Knowledge of the auto
manufacturing logistics
process
Fully integrated system for all
aspects of the business
(accounting, production,
logistics, etc.)
Real-time integration with
logistics systems

EDI Trading Partners:






Toyota
General Motors
Honda
Subaru
Plus many more

Reasons to Choose
TrinSoft:










SCS Compliant
Highest level of certifications
as a Gold Certified Microsoft
ERP Partner
Industry-specific RapidLaunch
process
100+ ERP implementations
and Go-Lives
200+ active clients in 17
states
Fixed price setup, training
and other installation
services so there are no
surprises
Conversion of existing data

Contact Us
(859) 252-6225
sales@trinsoft.com
trinsoft.com
1025 Monarch St.
Suite 170
Lexington, KY 40513

trinsoft.com

What is TrinAutoMfg?

T

rinSoft has extended the capabilities of Dynamics 365 Business Central to provide
an innovative technology solution to its automotive manufacturing clients.
TrinAutoMfg is an all-in-one business software that provides its users with a single view
into all aspects of their organization. This solution will help companies to maximize
revenue, reduce costs, increase efficiency, and grow customer engagement through its
fully integrated offerings ranging from order scanning, automated EDI for manifests, ASNs,
shipping notices and ship confirmations, built-in capacity planning for exceptional
inventory control, advanced reporting, and much more!

The TrinAutoMfg solution was one of the first solutions certified as an
accepted alternative to the Toyota Shipping Confirmation System
(SCS).
Imbedded within this solution is a specific scanning function through the use of handheld
scanners which enables job queue notification, palletization, and warehouse management
at your fingertips. The scanning application is completely infused within TrinAutoMfg,
which enables real-time analysis, increased quality measures, greater compliance, and
prevention of defects.
TrinAutoMfg is built on top of Microsoft’s award-winning Dynamics 365 Business Central
software, which includes out of the box inventory management, warehouse management,
and strong manufacturing solutions. This solution has unmatched user flexibility and
meets all mandates from the automotive industry.
Our solution will enable your organization to have complete control over the order
confirmation process while being able to easily plan, schedule, and release orders with this
simple interface. Warehouse staff has the ability to send shipment completion notices
before releasing the order, which will prevent errors and reduce short-ship/miss-ship.
With TrinSoft being headquartered in central Kentucky, in the heart of the I-75 corridor,
we are uniquely located to support and provide our services to many of the tier 1 and 2
suppliers that supply many of the largest automotive manufacturers.

Benefits of TrinAutoMfg
 All-in-One Business Software
 Built on the Microsoft Platform
 Single View into All Systems
 Scanning/Labeling
 Shipping/Receiving
 Confirmation
 Forecasting
 Kanban
 RFID
 EDI: 204, 210, 211, 212, 214, 820, 990, 997
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